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Foreword
e

4

The Systematic Caseload Management Training Package teaches the following caseloadmanagement skills planning, time management, and progress review Plannirig focuseson the specification of goals and action 'plans to be accomplished by the counselor Time .management deals with the effective allocation of rehabilitation counselor time for the criticaltasks performed by the counselor to Meet client, counselor, 'and agency needs. Progressreview attends to the regular assessment by the counselor of accbmplishments to determineif planned goals have been achievefd All three skill S play a significant role in fhe effectivemanagement of the rehabilitation counselor's caseload.

The development'of this package was no simple task A tremendbus afriatin:t of support andconsultation were received, Infact, so mqny peOple re,viewed the material thdit world pemost difficult to' list eath person's name. However, we are partitularly indebted to a number::at Region VI rehabilitation persOnnel who served on "user reviewiearnr and provided inputand suggestions from the traibers, viewpoint as well as the praCtitioner's viewpoint Among
these were

-A.J. Baker, Arkansas
Billy Brookshire, Texas
Linda Doehne, Texas
LaOra Ferrary,,NeW Mexico
John Garland Flowers Iii, Texas
Clyde Martin, Oklahoma
Harold Skinner, Oklahoma
Mon Toms, Louisiana
Lewis Urton, Arkansas
Akin Wachtendbrf,-Arkansas
Tom White, Arkansas
Myrna Breeden, New Mexico
Steve Cumnock, Arkansas

'Lonnie Current, Oklahoma
Jorge Garcia, Texas
Leslie Palmer, Louiiiana
Ag*a Wooley,, Louisiana
Kbren Sandini, Oklahoma
George Wynne, Texas

,
dWe also apOre\ciate the help we received fro -members of the Arkansas Rehabilitatioh

Research and Training Center, particularly Dou Rice, David Sigman, an6 Ridfiard Roessler.Lea Ann Cress, Tammy Bowers, Judy Herrington. Lorraine Hogue, and Patty George also
deserve recqgnition for their typing contributions. Thanks areextended to Mary brevdahl forher proofreading of the final manuscript.

Reed Greenwood'
stantio, Rubin
-Roy C, Farley
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The Systematic Caseload Management Training Package
_ Instructions to Trainer

The Systematic Casefoad*Management TraininVPackage consist§ of.
4.1 A fraineit' Guide

, 2. Participant's Workbook

Trainees GuidezThis manual pontains the narrative which the instructor may read OT p a ra-:ph ase It should be used in conjunction with the Participant's Workbook. In some
instances the manual and workbook contain identical material; in others, the material issimilar but not identical..

PartiCipanfs Workbook. This document contains all the farms and training aids that would
typically be distributed to the participants (Suring -the workshop. .

The package is intended to provide. the ,instructor with instructional materials necessarV/ for
teaching, Systematic Caseload Management. However, the instructor should feel free tosubstitute i&cli,or add examples ;Ind training, aids whit'l are most appropriate Joa given
group of trainees It may also be necessary for the instructorV). modify some of the activities
provided by this package to fit a particular teaching style and /or time Considerations.

Workshop Schedule
,The Systematic Caseload-Management Training Package is flexibly structared

Is>

to allow for
varying training schedules. The training program can be presented in its entirety, that is, theinstructor and the trainggs can _meet on consecutive days until all the instructional
components have been covered. Or, the instructional components can be,covered in a series
of training sessions. It is rewmmended that the instructional components be press nted inorder and as close together tiMewise as possible. Your expenence with the package maysuggest a more appropriate schedule.

Adequate lunch and rest-breaks should be scheduled into the workshop. Work periodshould not exceed two hour peribds and participants should not be scheduled for more than7V; hours of work time per day,

Depending on the amount of group discussion allowed, all materials should be covered inapproximately 15 -hours.
y -, Number of Participants

Because of the nature of some of the activities, the program does not lend itself well to large
group instruction. Group size should be restricted. to a maximum of fifteen participants.

.Participant Selection

Since the program wad designed specifically for rehabilitation field counselors, that groupwould probably receive the greqtest benefit from the training. Within ,the rehabilitation
counselor group the newer counselors would likely benefit most. Rehabilitation supervisorswho wish to have a "model" as a guide for critiquing their counselors' caseload management.
behavior should also find the training beneficial. Also trainees must be willing to complete thepre-training activities presentechin Appendix A. .

-14
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Classroom Setting o
a

Freedom from outside distraction and participant comfort are the primary considerations in
sefecting.a.ciassroom for instruction. The classroom should be arranged to allow free intw-
action among participants Ideally, the participants should be seated around a conference
table It is necessary for the participants to have some type of physical structure to handle the
workbook and allowthem,tb write Guard against having an oversized classroom Since part of
the training involves listening to tapes, an excessively large classroom may niake under-
standing difficult.

Group Discuision

Group discussion is an integral element in the success of this training program.lbe trainer
should make every effort to facilitate the expression of participant reactions, ideas, etc. Each
exercise involves group activities. The participants should be divided into groups of three each
with each group selecting a reporter to present the report after each exercise.

Equipment Needed

A cassette recorder is a necessity. An auxiliary speaker which provides good sound qualify
would also be a valuable aid.

Partidipants will be required to respond to writing during the program, and will need pencils
or perils.

A chcilkboarb and chalk are helpful for some activities.

Handlingcf Participants' Workbooks

4"

When paFticipants' workbooks are distributed, trainees should be instructed to refrain from
moving ahet1 gf the page currently under discussion. Curiosity tempts participants to look
ahead throu b the material Becbuse of the sequential nature of the activities, this can detracf
from class dikissions It is also suggested that workbooks be left in the classroom whenever
class is not in session. Participants should keep their workbooks at the conclusgion of the
program.

Ordering Materials

Order forms for all materials of the Facilitative Case Management package may be
obtained by writing:

Director of Training
Arkansas Rehabilitatiok Research and

Training Center
P.O. Box 1358
Hot Springs, AR 71901
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Systematic Caseload Management
A Training Package Within the Facilitative 4

04 ; Case Management el
f -The Facilitative Case Management Model is based upon the belief that fhb total rehabili-tation of the person is the goal of our involvement with those recen/inrehabilitation services7 The rehabilitation counselor is ethically responsible for attempting to serve thei'whole" person.Services must be delivered, without violation of the client's righ'fs to hi..iman/dignity and- ,independence

..
Although most rehabilitation professionals would see thp last statement as valid, its vclue is

. .

limited in regard to defining the rehabilitation counselor's role. That role has been the object of. , controversy for almost twenty years. Some hove desribed him /her as a counselor Othershove described him /her as a coordinator Still otWs have descnbed'himTher as counselor-
coordinator If the focus is resf1icted to counselors employed In state rehabilitation agencies,much of this controversy can be esalled on the basis of job demands Observation of the

. vocational rehabilitation process described in McGowan and Porter (1967) and Rubin and ,Roessler (1978) and the results ofdEmenerand Rubin's(1980) rehabilitation counselor role and, Afnctibn research makes it clear That the state agency rehabilitation counselor roust be both-tn effective counselor and an effectrvebCoordinator.

-.Overall, the research on rehabilitation counselor role and function suggesis that*the
counselor must. be:

1, an effective interviewer

2 an effective diagnostician ,e
3 an effective goal setter
4 an effective coordinator

5 an efficiency expert

. \The Facilitative Case Managemer-it Model attends to all four areas through three imbue..tional training packages. They are: .. ,-,

1: Intake interview Skills for Rehapilifation Counselors
.,,

2. Goal Setting: Guidelines for Diagnosis and Rehabilitation Program DevelopMent ,

. 3..Systematic Caseload -Management---
i"

v-The three training packages are designed to teach the following rehabilitation counselor
management skills:

;
1. Caseload management

2. Relationship building

3. Intake'interviewing

4. Arranging for diagnostic services

5. Diagnosis of client problems and rehabilitanon.needs
6. Goal-setting interviewing

7. Goal monitoring



.

\\,

a

#

1 .. The Systematic Caseload Management Training N;ckage focuses on the marlagement,
.1 responsibilities'of the counselor 'in order to carry out those resposibilities,4 is necessary to

understand the basic counselor fubctions and tasks (many.of which are covered in other FCM
training pbckagbs) demanded by .the rehabilitation process. It is also necessary to

. understand those specific f-rianagment skills which must be mastered by the rehabilitatipo
counselor. The latter include planningXm& management and progress review skills.

With that in mind, the Systematic Caseload ManageMent (SCM) Training Package,cleals
with the necessary knowledge and skills which the rehabilitation counselor must possess to
effectively manage a caseload Special attentiolLis directed to the resources which the
counselor brings to bear with and for the client and the most effective use of tir4fIsr resouiRe

with an entire caseload.
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1

.- Overview of the Systematic, Caseload Management
- Traininb Package

Systematic Caseload Management (SCM) training is -directed toward 'upgrading
lehabilitotion- counselor skills related to the (management of an entire caseload of4 rehabilitation clients

SCM training covers three major piases. Planning, time Monogement and Progress ReviewPlanning focuses on the-sp6cification of goals and fiction Plans to be accomplished byjhe
counselor The counselor plans for the use of her time, resources and all counselor tasks
Time-Management deals with the effective al)ocation oLrehabrlitation counselor time for the_critical tasks performed by the counselor to 'meet client,- counsefor and agency needs,,Progress review is the regular assessment by the,counselor of accompliihments to determine ifplanned goals have been ,pchieved, These ,three phases .are directed to the following
questions "(1) What is to Pe ac'eqmplisOed and' how? (2)'When is the task trabe done? and (3) rWas the task done and iinot,'whot shoulcf,be done to accortipligh it? *.

During km Training the counselOryriti be introduced to the knowleOgeand skillecesseiryto plan, mOnage time and assess progress. There dre also trainee participation exercisesdesigneti to promote the learning of guidelines through direct experience. Additynaity, thetrainee will be provided with working toots for implementing the guidelines of effectiveplanning, time management and progress review There ore pre-training activities required of
the trainees T.tfes'.e are presented in Appendix A and, will be used during the Time Manage;
ment training.
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Introduction to Planning

/

,
The rehabilitation counselor must concurrently serve many clients, each of whom requires acertain amount of counselor work time. Agency meetings, supervisory conferences and con-tinuing education programs also place _significant demands on counselorwork time.Therefore, if service goals are to be achieved in an effective manner, careful planning isnecessary

.This phase of SC training introduces the counselor to the necessary =knowledge and toolsfor effective plan ing. Necessary knowledge includes: (1) the basic functions and tasksperformed by_th counselor, (2) the rehabilitation process, and (3) the relationship amongthose two. Such knowledge is essential for any counselor employed by a state rehabilitationagency. .
During Planning training, instruction is-provided in techniques for 'monitoring service goalsand developing action plans.to achieve those goals° Therefore, trainees will be taught toeffectively scan their caseloads 'to determine service goals and actions necessary forachieving those goals. Planning instruction is also provided for meeting agency and jobrelated self-development needs as well as on establishing prioritiesand maintaining flexibility.
Therefore, the purpose of thi; phase of the trAingis to prepare the trainee to be systematicin scanning service goals and developing action plans to achieve these goals. Secondarily,the purpose is to provide the counseior with general planning guidelines and the tools bywhich planning can be effectively accomplished.
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6bjectivesfor Training in Planning A

1.

The Planning Phase of the SCM training package has five objectives. These are to promote
an pnderstandingbf: ' .

4 'rehab ion counseling functions and tasks,

e fehabilitation process, , . ,
3 the relationship among the coun.selor functions and tasks and the rehabilitation process,
4. general planning guidelines,

-
5. and a technique for monitoring service goals.
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Guidelines for Effective Planning
C-f

1 -Me rehabilitation counselor is called upon to fulfill many professional functions as part of
his /her work role with any given client Those functions include. (a) intake in rviewing, (b)

`, eligibility determination, (c) joint development of the rehabilitation plan (d), arranging
and purchasing rehabilitation plan designated services, (e) monitor' g and problem
solving,and (0, placement and follow-up.

Elaboration by Trainer

Page 3 of,Penticiaant's Workbook

For effective planning, the demands of those six functions must be
thoroughly understood. You may wish to jot down rtes about these fun Ctions
in your workbook.

Intake Interviewing: A major function of the counselor is the initial intervkewand the information collection and information dissemination tasks)
associated with initiating the client into the rehabilitation process. The
information collection demands of the intake interview can be observed jn
Table 1 on pales 4 and 5 of the Participant'sWorkbook, which provides a list of
of the types of information obtainable via the intake interview.

Eligibility Determination: The next major function involves the arranging for
necessary medical, psychological and/or work e evaluation and the
processing of all available information on the client in order to determine client
eligibility for repabilitation services. Table 2 on pciget 6 and 7 in the Participant's
Workbook shows the large number diagnostic questions that would haveto
be addressed during the evaluation process.

Joint Development of the Rehabilitation Plan: The third major function is to
jointly develop a rehabilitation plan with the client.

Arranging and Purchasing Rehabilitation Plan Designated Seryices: This
task involves the variety of arrangements for services such as training, physical
restoration, and. related supportiVe services such as transportation and
housing. These tasks usually involve contact with other professionals such as
physicians, psychologists, social workers, vocational evaluators, supervisors,
secretaries and placement personnel who may be located within or outside
the agency. The counselor also maintains a case service budget which allows
for the purchate of necessary client services. These putct34ses have to be
made according to the regulations governing sound pure asing practices.

Monitoring and.Problem Solving: This function deals with monitorina the
service progratn developed in the rehabilitation plan and assisting in problem
solving tasks as necessary during the service program'

Placement and Follow-up: It is notunuTual for the rehabilitation c ounselpr to
become involved in the direct placeMent of the client in a job. This task involves
all the activities which could,be connected to the placement process; e.g.,
contacting employersJobanalysiscontacting clients following placement.

1
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2. In the service provision)nbcess for some clients, the rehabilitation counselor will be called
upon to interacrwith significant others.

Elaboration by Trainer

Page 8 of the Participant's Workbook

Families of clients, client friends, and a host of community resource person-.
nel such as civic club members may also be involved in the client's rehabili-
tation progrdm. When this is the case, the counselor must interact with these
individuals.

a

3 Each of the functions discussed under Guidelines 1 ara2 requires the rehabilitation coun-
selor tp undertake the case processing functions of (a) recording and reporting, and (b)
decision making. Again, those tasks must be thoroughly understood for planning
purposes.

Elaboration by Trainer

Page 8 of-the Paiticipant's Workbook

Recording and Reporting: These tasks involge those completed by the
counselor as an official representative of a public agency for which records
and reports.arerequired. Eligibility determination; rehabilitatio?r plan develop-
ment, and ptrchasing services are examples of.activities requiring reporting
and recording.

, pecision Making: In addition to assisting the client in making dec ns
about vocational plans and services the counselor makes decisions asa rep-
resentative of the agency on such topics as eligibility, services to purchase for
clients, and the appropriate time for case' closure. It is expected that these
decisions are made in the best interest of the client and the public.

A

4. In order to effectively plan for the management of the caseload, the rehabilitation coun-
selor must thoroughly understand theflemands of each functi6 listed under Guidelines 1,
2, and 3.

Elaboration by Trainer
Pate 9 of the Participant's WorkboOk

The Facilitative Case Management approach , requires rehabilitation
counselor proficiency in those functions.. and tasks fisted in Figure 1. These
functions represent key activities in the rehabilitatiOn process. If performed
effectively by the counselor they will greatly enhance his/her effectiveness in
serving rehabilitation clients.They shouldbe kept in mind throughout the entire
SCM training process since they are central tq the meeting of client's needs.

1
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Exercise 1
f3ages 10-13 of the Participant's Workbook

We hove just covered the major rehabilitation counselor job functions. Meeting, in small
9roups,critique the contents of Figure 2 in regard to the appropriateness of the match
between each function and task and the required knowledge and skills listed. Feel,free to addknOwledge and skills not found in the list.

5. To plan effectively, the rehabilitation counselor must also understand the rehabilitationprocess. That process is divided into three basic phases: evaluation and planning,
treatment, and termination. The client movesIhrough these;phases in an orderlymanner
with the services provided by the,counselor and all others involved in the rehabilitation ofthe client:

Elaboration by Trainer
`Page 14 of the Participant's Workbook

Figure 3 lists the three phases of the rehabilitation process and space is
provided for note taking under each phase.

The three major phaseg of the rehcibilitation process are defined as follows:
Evaluation and Planning:The collection of all significant information affect-

ing the rehabilitation of the Client; the processing of this information to arrive at
alterriative vocational choices; and the selectionof a vocational choice and
service plan for converting the vocational choice to related employment.

Treatment: Services determined as needed during the evaluation and plan-
ning p as'e are implemented during this phase under three general
headin scounseling and guidance, physical ,restoration and training.
Additi ally, services in support ofthese such as maintenance, transportation
and t ols and equipment may be provided during this phase.

Te 'nation: This phase begins withlhe attainment of all client intermediate
rehabilitation objectives with the possibleexception of job seeking skills. With
the exception of those clients requiring post-employment services, it ends with
the rpioyment of the client to a minimum 60 day period.



6. The rehabilitation process can be further understood by knowledge of the case status
system used throughout the vocational rehabilitation agencies in the United States. The
case status system parallels the three phases of the rehabilitation process (Evaluation-

, Planning, Treatment and Termination) discussed under Guideline 5.

Elaboration by Tiainer
Pages 15, 16, and 17 of the Participants Workbook

Figure 4 on pages 16 and 17 of the Participant'sl1rkbook shows the specific
parallel between the case status syitem and the evaluation-planning, treat-
ment and termination phases of the rehabilitation process Figure 4 should be
read from left to right as a flow diagram. The optimal path if all goes well is
represented by the heavy black line. Key decisions are represented by cir-
cles in the flow chart

Note to Trainer

Use the remainder of this elaboration with ne ounselors only:

Reading this chart and wplking through the evalu tion-planning phase
would be as follows:

a. The client becomes a referral beause of some acti by the client or a
third party. This occurs at the Stags 00 point in the sy em.

b. The next step is a decision pointDoes the client apply f services? That is,
does the client become an .applicant? If yes, the client is oved to the next
status, Status 02. If no, the client is closed in Status 08. r . .

c. The next step is another decisioriptiint Is tte client eligible for rehabili-
tation services? If yes;the client moves to the next status, Status 10,or Plan
Development Status. -If the answer js no in terms of meeting the third
requirements for eligibility (a reasonable expectation that vocational
rehabilitation services may render the individual fit to engage in a gainful
occupation), the next question is also a decision point. Should extended
evaluation services be provided to determine eligibility? If yes, the client
enters Status 06, Extended Evaliiation Status, and returns again for the eli-
gibility decision when extended evaluation services have been
completed. If the answer regarding extended evaluation services or the
first two eligibility requirements, (The presence' of a physical or mental.
disability and the existehce of a substantial handicap to employment) is
no, the client.is closed as a Status 08 closure.

d. Now back to the heavy black line. If the client has been determined as
ellgible, he/she moves to Status 10, .the Plan Development Status.

e. If development of the plan is complete, the client moves to the next status,
Status 12 or the Plan Completed Status. If not, the client is closed from the
system as a Status 30 closure.

18
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f. To recap that part of the case status system artaining to the evaluation-
planning phase, we have moved the client through the vanous steps in the
rehabilitation process from entering the.system through the development
of a rehabilitation plan. This completes the formal process linked to the
Evaluation-Planning Phase.

g. Now, leqmove on to the Treatment Phasb. We pick the client upat the Plan
Completed Status and begin from there. We reach another decision point.
Ate sNides called fcl in the plan initiated? If yes, the client moves into one
of three major treatment statuses:

Counseling and Guidance - Status 14 -The major services provided by
the rehabilitation counselor are counseling and guidance. '
Physical Restoration Status 16 - The major service provided is some type'
of physical or mental restoration.

Training - Status 18 - The major service provided is some form ofvoca-
tional, educational, personal Adjustment or other training.

The next question is whether called for services have been initiated. If such
services never reach the initiation point the client Is closed in Status 30.
Sometimes, services mdy be initiated and interrupted due to client illness
or other problems. When this occurs, the case is placed in Service Inter-
rupted: Status 24, until services are begun again.

h. We reach the next decision point. Were services completed? If the answer is
yes, the client moves to the Termination Phaseof the process, If the answer
is no, the client is closed in Status 28.

i. Once trie treatment phase is completed we are ready to move to the
germination Phase. The Termination Phase is the stage at which the
vocational rehabilitation process Concludes. When the decision point
moves to the Termination Phase the next,sliptus is Status 20, Ready for
Employment. This may bp concurrent with the rent of the treatment phases if
the employment search has been completed pridr to the completion of
training, counseling and guidance or physical restoration. However, the
decision point is whether or not the client is ready for employment. If the
answer is no, then additional services may be required. If the answer is yes,
then employment searches are initiated. Also,,pervices may be interrupted

-during this phase as well.
a

j. The next decision point is whelfighor not tfie client was placed. If yes, the
client is moved into Status 22, the In Employment Status. Again:the client
may move into' Services Interrupted from this status.

A I
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k The last decision point is whether the employment was successful. if yes,
the client's case. is closed in Status 24. If no, the client will likely return to
Ready for Employment or g.service status. Cases mayalso be reopened as
post employmertit cases Alen serviceslof a minimal nature are needed to
continue employment. The post emplOymen,t Statuses (32 and 34) are not
shown on Figure 4.

This completes the review of the rehabilitation process. As can nowbe easily
seen, the flow chart in Figure 4 has linked the three phases of the rehabilitation
process together4or purposes of providing a total and integrated view of the
'rehabilitation process from beginning to.end. Concurrent consideratipn of the
case itatus'systerh and the three phase rehabilitation process should facilitate
counselor identification of (1) specific tasks to be performed, (2)' the major
case service decisions which' must be made, and (3) the vanous case
processing demands associated with each step in the process.

7. The rehabilitation counselor should be able to systematically reldte the counselor
functions did tasks to the rehabilitation process.

Elaboration by Trqiner
-

Page 18' in the Participant's-Workbook ,

Now that we have introduced the counselor functiOns and tasks and 4he .
rehabilitation process, it isiime to examine the relationship' between the two.
This calls for the introduction of the Rehabilitation Grid Which interrelates the
two within one scheme. Figure 5 on pages 19-20 of thit Participant's Workbook
represents the basic Rehabilitation Grid. Note that the rehabilitdtion process
moves along the horizontal dimenSion and the counselor functions and tasks
move down the vertical dimension. We can kike the infersection of the prrocess
and counselor functions and determine what the counselor will likely have toA,
perform at that stage of the process. The use of the Rehabilitation Grid allowi
the counselor to clearly identify any task necessary to move a client froh) one
stage of the process to the next. For example, during the EValuation-Planning
phase.of the process the counselor will often perform ttie Arranging task by
makirig necessary arrangements for medical examinations. Also, during that
phase the counselor ,will perform the Recording tasks associated with
documenting the presence of a disability, the documents associated with
eligibility and other case records. The Rehabilitation Grid is the basic model for-
linking tPie rehabilitation prodess and the counselor's functions and should be
reviewed periodicallyto remind te- counselor of the relations'hip between
these two aspects'of rehabilitation.

The Rehabilitation Grid will be reviewed in more depth later in the training
program.Atter some add' ional materials are presented, we will return to the
Grid and take a client throw he process, identifying each counselor task
cloalg the major phases of the process.

0 1
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Not Ifitilloiher

This is an appropriate'tim 'to.resieSe material which has
been introduced thus far. *e-fraittr may wist.l`fo make sure
through group discussion thalch0 traiheVkhavePa clecir under-
standingstanding of the following: .,,;
1. The rehabilitation counSeling funCtIbpS0d taski included

in the Rehabilitation Grid. . . w r 4110

2. .The three major phases of the. re gbilit tion process
included in the Rehabilitation Grid

3. The case status system and 'the 'relationship between6the
three phases of the rehabilitationprocess.

4. The Rehabilitation Grid and hQW it links the counselor
functions and tasks and the rehabilitation process.

1

8. The counselor should use a systematic proCess to Monitor the service goals for each client.
Such a process involves an instrument such as the Service Goal Monitoring form by whichthe counselor specifies service goals to beaccomplished and states the action plan toaccomplish the goal.

:'Elaboicrtion by Trainer
Page 21 in the Participcint's Workbook

.
The counselor should use a process for identi ing and monitoring service

goals. A farm; the Service Goal MonitoringForm i shown in Figure b bn pcige"22
of the Participant's Wotkbook. This form utilises the concept presented in the
Rehcibilitation Grid by !hiking the phases of e rehabilitation ,procesS with
counselor functions and tasks. There is a placo o Miter the client's ndme and
thehase of the process can be circled depend g on where the client is in the
process. Note also that the counselor functions and tasks are presented to
alert the counselqr to the major tasks which may be rgeruired.

0
The Counselor uses the Service Goal Monitoring FoUto identify the sp;cific

service goals fr aclient at any pMe of the rehabilitation process and selects
action plans to achieve the goals. For example, a typical service goal andaction plan for a client might be as follows:

*
Servicesif Goal; Select a vocational goal with Melinda Bracken
Action Plan: Conduct a Rehabilitation Plan Development inter-,

view with Melinda Bracken' .

Several other examples of entries which cotild be.made oritthe.Service Goal
Mdnitoring Form can be found on figure 7 on page 23 .of the Participant's
Workbook,

0
e
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9 When completing the Service_Goal Monitoring Form with service goals and action plans
and when developing other plans, the counselor should be as specific as possible. SeryiCe
goals and action plans 'should be stated in behavioral terms if at all pos/fble.

Elaboration by Trainer
Poge 24 in the Participant's Workbook

Service goals and action plans should be written in behavioral terms if at all
possible These should communicate clearly the service goal and what action
will be taken. When such is the case, the counselor will be in a better position to
evaluate actual outcomes against planned-for outcomes. For example, a
service goal for a client might be to improve functioning of arthritic hands. An
action plan might be to contact i:in orthopedic surgeon and arrange for an
evaluation and surgery if necessary. A specific serve goal and action plan
such as these enable the counselor, the client and others such as supervisors
to clearly understand the rehabilitation process which the client will negotiate.,

10 In addition to identifying service goals, be aware that there maybe several alternative
action plans for achieving a service goal.

Elaboration by-Trainer
Page 24 in the Paiticipant's Workbook

The exploration otaltemative actions for achieving service goals can allow
for more effective choices by the counselor and the client. For example, while
thedestvice goal for a client who is 'ready for placement may be to "Obtain a job
as/a key punch operator', the alternative action plans for meeting the service
goal could be many. The counselor may systematically assist the client in
developing these alternatives prior to the final choide of the.acIion plan.

Page 24 of the Participant's Workbook provides an example of a service goal
with several alternatives specified. ,
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-Exercise 2
Now that we have introduced a tool for monitoring service goals in order to develop actionplans, I would like to provide you with an opPortunity to Practice utilizing it with the4 rehabilitation case of Shirley Steed. Turn back to page 22 of the Participant's WorkboOk. Here,you will find a Service Goal Monitoring Form. We are only concerned here with the Evaluation-Planning phale since you will be using an Intake interview Summary on Shirley Steed

oI will now play a tape containing a statement by Shirly Steed, a white, 38 Year eld, divorced
female, summarizing what she told her rehabilitation counselor during herintake interview. You
may read along beginning on page 25 _of your workbook if yi9k., wish. After the tape ends I willdivide you into groups of three and ask each grout) to identify he service goals for Shirley Steed
that must be achieve4during the Evaluation-Planning phase. After listing the service goats, list
possible alternative actions to consider as a means for achieving each service goal.

11 The gbunselor should remain aware of agency job requirements and personal profes-
sional needs which must be planned for as part of the job role.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 27 In the Participant's Workbook

Although the counselors first commitment is to serving the client, it is also
n*essary to-be aware of and pldn for various agency requirements such as
supervisory cOnference_and staff meetings. Also, the counselor should attend
to his/herown professional development and monitor needs for such activities.
as reading.the professional literature and continuing education courses and
workshops. By monitoring demands in these two areas along With client need
demands, the counselor can plan effectively to meet the requirements
necessary far successful employment in the vocational rehabilitation
program.

4
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Exercise 3
. Since we have shifted our attention fo; thernoment from the client'sneeds to the needs of t a
agency and the counselor, the next exercise calls for you to think about some possible
agency needs (e.g , attend monthly production review meetings with supervisors).and
counselor needs.for which the counselor must plan. Turn to page 27 of the Participant's Work-
book for a space to record your thoughts about some of these typical needs and
requirements This should be done individually.After completing your list, share some.of the
entries ampngyour group and discuss any aspects of thisyou feel are important.

12 Priciritizei After determining the client, the agency and the counselor needs which must be
met, the counselor should prioritize these in terms of which should receive attention and
action first.

.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 27 in the Participant's Workbook

Although the counselor must decide which action comes first in any
situation, this is often done in terms of "oiling the squeaky wheel" firsf.
SoMetimes this priority setting is done by others, as in the ca sO of the tu peivisor
who calls 'a stiff meeting the first thing Monday morning. However, when the
counselor is allowed the discretion to set priorities, this should be done by
reviewing the various needs and setting priorities on which comes first and
which will receive the counse %r's attention..

.
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Exercise 4
This next exercise is designed to stimulate your thinking about priorities for the counselor.

First, turn to page 28 of the Participants Workbook where you will find Counselor Ellen
jVlurray's story Ellen is a refittabilitatir,counselor,with a general caseload of clients. If is late
Fnday afternoon and Rig) is fabed Ivith a problem of decidingwhat t do the cominglftek. I.will play a tape recording containing the statement by Ellen Murray found on page 28 ofVour
Workbook. After the tape ends turn to'page 29 of your Workbook. There you will find ten taskswhich face during the ne wee With Ellen's story in mind study the tasks, assign
which

from 1, the task to be do e firs 141, the task to, donelast. Assume that Ellen has
f ime to,perfOrm all of these t s within 'the coming week. After you have completed.yqut
rankings individually, share our results with'yoUr small group arid disctio any differences yoU
may have. We will share the results with the total group after the grnalrroup discussions.

A
k!

..1 Be flexible' Ith gh thePutpase csf planning is tolmproi 70 the realization of the importante goals of the-c s s work:plaps should be flexible ind adjusted as necessary.
.._' Elaboration 1:11-Traigier; ) ...,

Page 30 in ii0o;ricirranfestWiridook
, .

.

A Well Rno auth6rify on management hamicOthat alarm areneeded but
- they 04 egenerate into work-to be effective. When plans degenefate into

work ovt,:to not alwcIty)s Proq d as expected. Therefoie, it is important that ` -

the counselor e flexible and con a plan the same way that we considera an afrplan routeit, should anged whel;he cOnditiaD4 require it and
alternative courses

1r
1
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Epilogue to th4 Planning Task of
SystematicCaseload Management

taibortrtion by Trainer

This concludes the training component-on planning. Turn to figure 9 on
`page 31 of the Participant's Workbook for a brief review of the thirteen planning
guidelines. These are paraphrased somewhat from the 6uideliFkes presented
in each of the preceeding sections. However, these thirteen represent the key
ingredients which must be mastered within the Systematic Caseload
Management task of planning and are important to the understanding of fhb
next task of time management.

%.
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Introduction to Time Management

The rehabilitation counselor faces the same task that any professional does in the manage-ment of time Time utilization greatly influences what can be accomplished during any given
period More and more we hear about the large caseloads which limit the amountof time the

, counselor can spend with the client or perform tasks on behalf of the client. Having focused on
the "what and how" inlhe Planning phase, it is appropriate to now look at the when and how"
the counselor allocates time to the goals and action plans developed during planning.

Time management moves the focus to the application of plans to time periods. Time
management is by definition the effective allocation of time to the critical functions and tasks
performed by the counselor The counselor has to allocate time across a calendar in order to
meet vanous needs This phase of the training provides the knowledge and skills necessary to
effectively allocate time in an optimal manner. A review of time management guidelinesdevel-
oped from a variety of sources, including research on the time management practices of
effective prOfessionals, will be the major focus of this training. These guidelines should guide
the counselor to critically examine how time is allocated and spent during the work day and to
manage time more effectively.

The purposes of this training are to introduce the counselor ta-the importance of managing
time effectively and 4o proVide guidelines which assist the counselor in time to theimportant goals to be achieved.

4.
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Objectives for Training in Time Management

The Time Management Phase of the SCM training package has five objectives. These are.

1 to promote an understandirtg of time planning;
vso

2. to promote an understanding of time organiiing;
3. to promote an understanding of time control;

4. to promote an understanding of the time required to conduct rehabilitation counseling
according to professional standards.; and

5. to provide the counselor with tools for effective time allocation.

a
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Guidelines for Effective Time Management
P

-Page 35 it,it jah Participant's Workbook

A

1. Analyze your time.

Elaboration by Trainer

Frequently when asked to estimate how their time is spent, professionals
such as rehabilitation counselors provide responses which, are considerably
different from what they actually do. In order to know how your time is currently
spent, it is necessary to periodically log what you do and when it is done. This
provides an accurate record of how time is spent and whether or not it is being
devoted toward the accomplishment of the important goals the counselor
wishes to achieve. You were asked to complete a log of your time for one week
prior to attending the workshop with the gOide you were provided. Also, you
were requested to summarize the amount of time devoted to 'certain tasks
during that week.

Exercise 1
What I would like to do now is to obtain some idea of the results you obtained from your time

log. Using the chart on page 35 of the Participant's Workbook, record in the AatualColu'mn the
total number of hours which you devoted to the functions-and tasks reported there. Use the
time log and examine each day for an activity falling under the topic. For example, begin with
the intake interviewing task and go through each day and total the time devoted to that task.
Write the total in the blank. Then proceed to the next task and work through the-entire workweek. 4

.

Any tasks-whicg do not fit into the categoriesshould be noted on the bottom of the form. After
you have completed the Actual Column, complete the Estimate Column by copying the
figures from the Rehabilitation Counseling Time Estimate Form which you completed'athome.
This should provide some picture of the amount of agreement or discrepancy between how
you actually spend your ttme and how you think,you spend your time.

Note to the Trainei
After the times have been recorded, . stimulate group

discussion Qf the 'results. This exercise should be particularly
helpful in identifying misperceptions of the difference in the
way the counselors think they are spending time and the
actual way'their time is spent. . N.,

,%
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2. Develop a time map and plan daily.

Elaboration by Trainer .

Page 36 in the Participant's Workbook

Research has shown that professionals who plan both daily and into the
future are able to signifidantlY accomplish more than those who do not do
such planning. HoweXer, a good many professionals, including rehabilitation
counselors, do not plan regUlarly. A4Jseful tool which counselors may ukto
plan and.allodate time is the time map (See page 36 of Participant's Work-
book). There is nothing magical about the time map and any monthly
calendar format may be used as long as it has ample space to record the time
plans for the counselor.'

The time map provides space for each significant task to be perforrr,led by
the counselor on a weekly basis over at least ayear. The best time map allows
the counselor lo examine at least one full week's activities at one time. The
counselor uses the Service Goal Monitoring form to identify all service goals
an action plans aece'ssary for clients and records these on a time map
ac rding to when they are to be performed. At the conclusion'of each day
the counselor should determine what service goals have been met and what
adjustments should be made for coming days. The counselor shout list as a
minimum the tasks to be performed each day. Once the tirri ap is
developed, the 'counselor can examine at any time what tasks are being
performed and what service goal they are direbted at meeting. Of course, the
time map 'Would also identify time allocated for meeting counselor and
agency needs. Time map contents can be shared with others such as
interested supervisors.

3. Allow for the unexpected.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 37 in the Participant's Workbook

Counselors often find themselves responding to crises which arise in the
provision of rehabilitation services to clients: the client who suddenly has to be

made;and
authorizations have to be prepared and arrangements

ma.de; the client who is .having difficulty'adjusting to the sheltered workshop
environment and is talking of dropping out of the program; the supervisor who
requests a meeting during the day when everything is already scheduled.
These and many other situations arise and require a fire-stomping response on
the part of the counselor. One way to plan ahead for such contingencies is to
allow at least one hour each 'day for unscheduled activities. If the time is not
claimed, it provides an 'excellent oppo(tunity,to catch up on some other
activity such as a review of the latest employment information for the local
area.

Vti
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4. Assess the uncontrollable.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 37 in Participants Workbook

The counselor may have much of his/her time programmed by others.
Supervisors and administrators may schedule activities which allow for little
flexibility. However, the counselor usually can decide Wow much time he/she
has contol over qnd plan for the effective allocation of this discretionary time.
Also, when the counselfr can show a clearly developed itinerary and time
map and what an interruption in that would do to client services, he/she has a
better possibility of minimizing interruptions in important silent services.

O

Exercise 2
Using the f4 on page 37-of the Participant's Workbook, I would HO you to jot down the

types of activities which consume your time and are controlled priinarily by others. Indicate
what the activities are and who exerts the controls.

.After you have assessed the uncontrollable, also list the activities which you largely control interms of time allocation. When you ha \ie completed this, estimate, in thespaces provided, tieamount of time you control and the amount of time controlled by others.
After you have worked on this for about 15 minutes, we will list some, of the on the board

and discuss them. This exercise should give us some ideas about the uncontrollableevents in
your work environment and how these affect your time allocation.

0 0
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5. Delegate and minthize involvement in routine, repetitive activities.

ElaboFdlia1 by Trainer
Page 38 in the Participant's Workbook

, Although the rehabilitation counselor may not have aidesother than clerical
assistants, ..he/she should identify and delegate all tasks which can 'be
performed effectively by such support personnel. Although this is heard over
and over again, it is impartanyhat the counselpr eliminatejasks which can be
performed by others in order tohave time forthe Critical tasks necessary to help
the client.

Paperwork which can be delegated to clerical assistants is one area where
the counselor can significantly free up time. Also, routine scheduling forclients
as well as routine arrangements for services can be handled by the clerical
assistant. The Counselor can also delegate the task of responding to routine
requests from clients and others by instructing the clerical assistant about the
types of requests be/she should litandle and also provide instruction in the
technique for responding.

6. Consolidate similar tasks.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 38 in the Participant's Workbook .

Grouping activities by similarity of function assists in making effective use of
time. Setting aside time to answer correspondence' or to reviewthe mail;
making and replying to phone calls; dictating case narratives; clustering
interviews during the same time of the day, such as the morning; areexamples
of tasks which can be consolidated, thus saving time. Also, the consolidation
of such tasks usually results in greater efficiency and effectiveness.

.
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_ Exercise 3

S.

TM-to the form on page 38 of thel3OrticiOantrs Workbook. This form provides space foryou tolist tasks which could be consolidated kW:more efficient use of your time. Think about the types .of things you do as rehabilitation court-sego( which might be consolidated-into one block oftime. Write theie on ttfe form. After you. hcive wonted on this for about 10 minutes, we will list
some of them on trie board and discuss liow theycouldbe consolidated. We will also discussproblems you might encounter in attemptipg toconsolidate similar tasks.

.1

7: Use your prime time for the Important tasks.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 39 In the PartIcIpanforkbook

You are likely familiar with the concept of personal pritne time:Mast of us
have a fir/ 4e during the day or night when we are more effective than others --=a
personal prime time. If you are such a person, it is likely tharyou will perform
best during the prime time period and that you should use that timer the
Most important tasks. In rehabilitation counseling, it would be hard to imagine
a counselor nbt reserving this time for client interviews and related tasks.
Interviewing, clients at 8:00 a.m. would cia_ the individual a disservice if you are

mot at peak efficiency until 9:00 or 10:00 am. This type of counselor should
conduct other tasks during the early hours if at all possible and reserve prime
time for more critical tasks.

Exercist 4
, With the total group, ask the participants to identify their prime time. After each individual has
done this, using the forM on page 39 of the Participant's Workbook, record the times on the
board by using a summary of the form. Direct a discussion of the implications of varying prime
times on tfie practice of rehabilitation. Counseling and the allocation of counselor time to
important tasks.

. 4
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8;4:Avoid procrastination.
.

ElabOration by Trainer
Page 40 in the Participant's Workbook.

41.

,

9

Here we go again with another old adagesounds good but how do you
dO it. Putting things off is apontinuing problem for most of us, particularty if we
find certain tasks difficult, unpleasant or uninteresting. Also, we are faced with
tasks which seem almost overwhelming in scope and the tendency to put

- these off until tomorrow is with us. .

Procrastination is one of the major problems in time management,
particularly if you tend to put off the impOrtant tasks. Usually, all of us are faced
with the difficult client; or the awesome report; or the reluctance to meet with
the supervisor; or the pdssibilities Of meeting rejection when we call on that
emproyer. These tasks maybe seen in such a way that they are put off; then
deferred; then put oft then set. aside; then it becomes too late to do anything
about them. . 4

There are some techniques which'have been successful for others in dealing
with this time management problem. One is, to keep some nagging reminder-
before you until you get moving on the task. This might be a note in tlle'middle
of your desk or a reminder on the wall or some other visible nagger. Another
way is to talk with someone about the task and explore possible solutions and
techniques regarding the task with them. This often helps to view the task in
other perspectiVes and often results in ideaS(Which make the task seem less for-
midable4knother technique is to try to break the task into components o? parts
and begin work on one segment at a These are some guides which
could help in avoiding procrastination. :

time;
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Exercise.5 -,. . _ .

e, Working individually I would-like for each of you to identity tasks whith you tenet to put qff. The
form on page 40 of the Participant's Workbook provides a space foryou tawrite down some of
these tasks. Also, on that fain are spaces for indicating ho'w you might have successfully dealt
With this procrastination in the past or, possibly, how You might deal with this in the future.
Complete the first part of the form individually. After-you have completecithat, meet with your

.
group and discuss the second part of the form. See what yOu can think of wAich ;night have

---

worked in the past or might work in the future to avoid procrastination.

r
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9. Identify and avoid the time wasters.

Elaboration by 'trainer
Page 41 in the 'Participant's Workbook

Time management is often a tricky 'business, particularly when you are
attempting to complete an important task and something is interfering with
getting it done. Take for example, the counselor down the hall who likes to drift
down when ready for coffee and stop for a 30 minute bull session at yourdoor.
You sometimes really enloy the visits but often this really gets in your way of
accomplishing something. What do you-doiClose your door and'hangout a
"do not disturb" sign? Ask him to go away and come again another day?
These and othertime wasters can really interfere with accomplishing important
tasks the counselor sets out to do. Learning to say no to requests forhelp which
do not contribute to your own efforts is-4-tiother problem arep.1The identifi-
cation and resolution of time wasting probletbsis an important time manage-.
ment guideline.

This guideline gets at the heart of personal control of time and tasks. There
are no techniques which can be universally applied to everyone. However,
s me tec-Kniques have been found helpful by inclividuaisin a variety of settings.

ose your door. Although some might view this as a sign of hostility and
reclusiveness; simply closing your office door for periods when you-must con-,
centrate on important tasks is one way to reduce interruptfons. Itthis is done in
connection with the next technique it usually preseritsjite problem.

Set up availability hours. Although this can be done informally, let others
know that you are usually available during certain times of the day When you"
are in the office. Intoning your secretary that you preferto see visitors or others
during this time will also help control some unwanted interruptions. on
others will get the message that you are available but preferably at give Imes
and not all of the time. Usually a balanced alternation betweeQ quiet h
and availability time is workable and preferable.

Use. your unscheduled time. If you follow the principle of allowing for
unexpected 'contingencies by setting aside some tim? each day, you can
indicate tcithe interrupting individual that you are really snowed at this time but
could get back together later in the day.

Avoid those little tempting things which really do not contribute to your
goals. The mail brings us a mound of interesting things to read which really
don't help us -much. It becomes tempting to get involved in activities at the '
office-(visiting others, discussing cases, talkingabout your kids) which may not
contributt much to your goals. Although it is important to do some of these
things, they should be examined to avoid possible significant time wasters.

Use the stand up technique. For that visitor who is primarily that, 6 visitor, try
standing when he/she comes into the office and possibly even moving towardthe door as the conversationproceeds. This usually communicates in a more
subtle way that you wish to break off the visit and return to your other work.

ti =
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Eicercise 6
This exercise is designed to stimulate your thinking about possible time wasters which yob'

can identify in your own work activities: On page 41 of the Participant's Workbook you will find a
form to list time wasters you have experienced which take valuable time from more important
tasks.

Take about 10 minutes fo list time wasters on this page and then meet with your group to
discuss these. In your discussidn, I would like for you to consider all the time wasters listed by
the group and discuss possible techniques for dealing with tiTgn. For each time waster, see if
you can generate at least one technique for eliminating or reducing that particular time
Waster.

Following your grOup sessions, we will meet as a total group and share your results.

Note to Trainer

This is an apprOpriate place to stop and review the time
management guidelines covered thus far. The next guideline

A
concerns a fairly complicated procedure and lengthy exercise.
Therefore, it might be helpful to review the time management
guidelines 1 through 9 with a quick overview and discussion.
Direct the trainees to page 42 of the Participant's Workbook for
this list.

'1. Analyze your time.

2. Develop a time-map and plan daily.
3. Allow for the unexpected.

4. Assess the uncontrollable.

5. Delegate and minimize involvement in routine, repetitive
tasks.

6. Consolidate similar -
.

7. Uses rim eyour pme time for e important tasks.

is 8. Avoid procrastina\on.

9. Idepartnajtvoia the time wasters. 6
11 v

as

4,7

...- . , c ,

'Guidelines 1-9 above are based on the recommendations of Robert L. Adcock and John W. lee in their article,
"Nina-pies of Time Management" in Beck and HIlfmar. . ,,-
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10. Allocate sufficient time to provide quality counseling services.
Elaboration by Trainer

Page 43 In the Participant's Workbook,.

We have covered a number of generaLtime management guidelines thus
far. These have not been limited to rehcibilitation counseling and have appli-
cability to other settings as well. However, this guideline concerns the
rehabilitation counselor's allocation of time to specific tasks. We have
discussed the critical counseling functions and tasks performed by the
Counselor. Those functions and tasks indicate that the rehabilitation counselor
is expected to be both g .professionol counselor and case 'manager. Thii
requires that the services provided by the counselor be conducted according
to professional- standards. Such professionalism requires that the counselor
allocate sufficient blocks of time to these functions and tasks. it alsorequires
thatth nselor take a proactive approach and contact and monitor client

ress in the rehabilitation process.
.

With this in Mind the folldwing subguidelines are included to ''guide the
counselor in the provision of counseling and case management 'services.
a. All'nevi referrals ihotild have arrirlitial interview within the month.

Individuals referred for services to rehabilitation are entitled to prompt
delsponses by th e pgency and the counselOr. In some whys, this seems like

excessW pOod of time. However, this allows for traveling and other
functiOns Which. may prevent the ,counselor from responding any more
quickly. Standards of time shorter thtin this would be better,

responding
probably

not realistic.
.

Thp initial interview should be of sufficient length to coyer necessary
infOrmation in 'sufficient depth to adequately begin the rehabilitation
process. The. requirements of thlntake Interviewing Skills trcfning should
be methere. It is estimated thafthis will require a minimum of 1 hour of face-

. to-face interviewing contact followedby Y2 hour of paperwork and 1/2 hour
of arranging and purchasing time.

b. Continuing referralS should be contacted at least once per month.
Individuals in referral status who have not been accepted for services

should be contacted by the ,counselor by phone, letter, or personal
contact. This contact will likely require a minimum of 1/2 hour of counselor
time. 4,

' c. The information processing required for eligibilitydeterminallonlor new
cases will require at least one hour per case.

Using the Eligibility DeterminatiortGuidelinesprovided in anoth er aspect
of this training, at least one hour will be required to process the diagnostic
and evaluation inforination secured prior to the eligibility decision.

0
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d 'Rehabilitation clients in active status should be contacted at least every
60 days.

Active clients should be contacted by phone, letter or personal contact
to assure that their rehabilitation programs are proteeding as planned.
These contacts will average at least 1/2 hour per client.

e. Clients ready for employment require at least minimal placement
assisfance and monitoring.

Although placement needs onsiderably across individuals, the
counselor should spend at least t e time necessary for placement
readiness and provide suggestions regarding possible emplbyment
opportunities to the client These contacts and services, will require an
average of 1 hour per client per month.

f. Clients in employment should recette at least one contact from fhe
counselor each days of employment.

This contact should be made to follow-up each client and determine the
success of the employment situation. Such contacts will likely require an
average of 1/2 hour per client.

g. The rehabilitatiMi plan development inter viewishould be of sufficient
length to fully explore all relevant possibilities foi vocational choices and

' future rehabilitation services.

It is estimated that this will require a minimum of 2 hours of interview time,
1' hour of paper work, and 1 hour of. arranging and purchasing services.

h. Problem-solving and monitoring inteniiews should be, of sufficient length'
to fully cover the counseling needs of the client.'

Although it is not possible to fully anticipate the time required for any
given interview, it appears reasonable'Vlat these types of interviews will
require a minimum of 1 hour per contact ,

I. Other counselor tasks will require time from the workAchedule.of the,
counselor and the counsejor should allocate appropriate time,to these.

s `11$

Counselors are required to hole( meetings wits. supervisor's, medical
consultants, and others to meal\agency needs, Also, staft.development
activities will require time as will tasks such as traveling. All of these must be
considered in the overall time management scheme.

Turn to page 43 of the Participant's Workbook and -61.1 will find' tpe specific
sub-guidelines which I just covered. Note also that the estimated average time
requirements for each task are covered. This will be used in our next exercise in
time management, so quickly review it brid we will make use of it later: Although
we recognize that there are other tasks the counselor performs, we have
attempted to concentrate on the more critical tasklin this training. With the
time allocations provided under this guideline, we are going to look atan
exercise which again involves our counselor friend, Ellen Murray.

6
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Exercise 7
Ellen Muiray, as-you may recall, is a typical field counselor in the Arkansas Rehabilitation- Agency operating from an office in Junction City. She has a general caseload representing a.mixture of disability types as well as racial and ethnic composition. Ellen is faced with the

following caseload distribution which may be found on page 44 of the Participants Workbook.
. Cases In Referral Status

A-
10 new referrals tote seen

15 continuing referrals

5 "08" closures to be processed

Cases In Active Status

5 new cases to be accepted

5 new plans to be completed (For EE or VR)

5 new plans to be initiated

50 continuing cases in service

5 cases ready for employment.

'5 cases in employment

10closures to be processed (Statuses 26, 28 and 30)
With this caselOad composition in mind, we will review both the sub-guidelines and the case-load distribution now.

a. All new referrals should have an initial interview within the month.
b. Continuing referrals should be contacted at.least once per month.
c. ,The information processing tequired for eligibility determination for new cases will require

''at least one hour per case.
d. Rehabilitation clients in active status should be contacted at least every' 60 days.
e. Clients ready for employment require at least minimal placement assistance andmonitoring.
h Clients in employment should receive at least one contact each 30 days of employment.

g. The rehabilitation plan development interview should be of sufficient length to fullyexploreall relevant-possibilities for vocational choices and future rehabilitation services.
Prpblem-solving and monitoring interviews should be of sufficient length to fully cover thecounseling needs o(the client.

i. Other counselor tasks will require time from the work schedule of the counselor and thecounselor should allocate appropriate tIme.to these.

4A.`
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Other Assumptions about the Caseload Management of
Ellen Murray's Caseload

1 Ellen will attempt to practice rehabilitation counselling according to the time requirements
covered on page 43 of the Participant's Workbook during the coming month.

2. Ellen has, no plans forvacation, and will experience no illness or other contingencies which
will take her away from her caseload during t ming month.

With this background information, meet-with y p and estimate the number of hours
reOuired for Ellen's caseload dunng this month. e space provided on page 44 of the
Participant's,Workbook. Also, identify gny other tasks which you anticipate Ellen would have to
perform and estimate the time r.:...rements for these as well.

After you have finished this, we will meet again as a total group and examine the time
estimates which you have generated and discuss the other possible tasks.

Note to Trainer

This exercise should .generate considerable discussion
about the time requirements for the rehabilitation counselor.
The time estimates for this hypothetical caseload should be
examined in terms of the total time available to the counselor
during the month.'Sorrte additional questions which can be
used to-guide the discussion are provided below.

1. What-would Ellen be facing if her caseload increased by
co 50%? Could she handle it and practice according to these

guidelines?

2. What effect would a rural caseload requiring extensive
travel have on planning and tip allocations?

3. Have we over .or undereitimagted any particular time
requirements?

4. Are there other tasks which sho'uld be included which
require major time and effort by the counselor?

4 r)
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Epilogue to the Time Management Guidelines

One of the problems with time management is that it is common sensical, so much so thatfew of us do it well We have covered techniques which can assist the counselor in moreeffective time management. However, there are some mistakes which sould be avoided in
time management and the use of the guidelines which we have covered. Some of the ones toavoid are: 4

1. e use of gimmicks rather than commitment to a real time management strategy;
02 becoming a time nut with so much emphasis on the value of your time that, no one can

tolerate your compulsive time concern;
3. becoming an overly organized list maker.

11,
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Introduction to Progress Review

The third phase of systematic caseload management is progress review. We have dealt with
the two questions "What is.to be done and how?" and "When is the task to be done?" in the
phases on planning and time management. It is now time to direct our attention to the thirbi
question, "Was the task done and if not what should be done to accomplish it?" Progressreview is the regular assessment.by the counselor to determine whether or not planned for
accomplishments have been achieved.,

The emphasis in progress review is upon outcome rather than process. Themeasurement of
counseling process during the interview, the quality of case processing and the quality of inter-action with significant others are important counselor tasks. However, it is not within thecapdcity of the counselor to take the time necessary to review these process activities exten-
sively within the context of daily work activities. These evaluaticins should be conducted peri-odically in consultation with the supervisor. Therefore, progress review is the assessment of the
outcomes accomplished in terms of the work plans of the counselor_Prozess review involvesthe assessment of task accomplishment: (1) was the task accomplished?and (2) if not, what
future action should be taken? In the latter case, the counselor may well fepl that a more
indepth study of his/her counseling an case management techniques is necessary. Thisawarene sually brought about wh n success has not been realized On several tasks.

ehabilitation counselor is trained o perform as a professional. One of the obligations ofa professional is to monitor and revie services to clients. Due to the compleXilies of the rehb-
bilitation counseling role, this calls fok a system to regularly determine if the counselor isoccomplishipg the goals set out for the client. Also, rehabilitation counselors in the state
agency setting are evqluated by supervisors to determine whqt they have accomplished.
Therefore, the'counselor needs some systeM to plan, conduct and assess the outcome of the
counseling services in order to maintain high quality services and to meet the requirements for
counselor performance as judged by the supervisor. :

47
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Objectives for Training Progress ReView

Trening is provided in the progress review area to:

1, alert the counselor to the need for a system to periodically assess outcomes in terms of
planned-for service goals to be achieved;

2 prepare counselors to attend to the various functions and tasks which should be reviewed,

3. complete the link in the Systematic Caseload Management training from planning and
tire management;

4., assist the counselor in identifying specific counselor tasks which may require additional
training for knowledge and skill development;

5. provide a management framework for progress review by concentrating on outcome, and

6 stimulate the counselor to relate to the supervisor and dearly identify the functions and
tasks by which the carnselor will be evaluated.

k



Guidelines for Effective Progress Review

1. Meeting needs: The basicobjective.
4.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 47 in the Participant's Workbook

'Systematic Caseload Management is developed around the concept of
meeting client, counselor and agency neeqs. We have covered techniques for
establishing client, counselor and agency needs. The counselor should also
develop a time map to allocate time to specific tasks undertaken to meet
these needs. We also discussed the importance of clearly stated service goodfor both the client and the counselor. ,

Progress review focuses the attention of the counselor on the a ssessMent'of
progress in terms of meeting identified goals and reqUires that the counselor
regularly evaluate sUch progress. The counselor should go through the Time
Map and examine each listed goal and determine if it has been met/Ter that
analySis, the counselor should assess what should be dome aboUt any unmet .goals.

2. Review at least weekly.

'.Elaboration by Trainer
Page 47 in the Participant's Workbook . .

The counselor should devote time at least once each week to a thorough
review ofthe time map in terms of goals achieved. hich goals were met? Is
there any`pattem across the type of goals not ac ved? Are the problems
largely attributable to clients? to the counselor?,

The counselor shbuld also look for patterns which may call for some assess-
ment of the counselors process skills. Thp counselor should schedule at leastone hour of time each -week to review what is listed in the time map.
Additionally, it is often necessary to review at the end of the day or during the

, day when directions in plans must be changed. However, what we're talking
'about herels a longer term look at the type of goals achieved and the types of
problems encountered over at least a week.
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3 Useavoilablelesourcesin your setting_to ogsistin_progress review.

Elaboration by Trainer
Page 47 in the Participant's Workbook .

The counselor should use resources such as supervisors, colleagues and
staff development personnel for additional feedback on performance. When
the counselor recognizes that some goals have not been met to his/her
satisfaction, it may be helpfill to turn to these others for additional feedback.
The counselor should present the situation to the appropriate resource
individual and discuss ways of analyzing the situation and searching for
solutions. This places the counselor in a proactive position seeking help for
difficult problems in case management and'counseling rather than the
position of reacting to negative asseesmen by supervisors and_others.
Additionally, when the counselor seek assistffnce from the supervisors, an
opportunity is afforded to better undersiand the gerspecttve of the supervisoein
terms of evaluation. This shoOld allow the counselor to better understand how
he/she will be judged in terms of expected performance by the superviscii.

4,

et

Exercise 1
We often find it difficult to turn to others for assistance in better understanding problem% and

our role in helpihg with problems. The next exercise calls for you to think about what you are*
currently doing in seeking assistance in reviewing your own progress and also seeking assist-
ance'in working through problern situOticns.

Turn to pale 48 of the Participant's Workbook and look at the questions there. I would like
you to work by yourself for about 10 minutes answering the questions at the top of the page.
When done, meet with your group and discuss the questions on the bottom half of thepage.
We vv ll then meet as aitotal group to summarize youridiscussions.
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Epilogue to the Progress Review' Task
of Systematic Caseload Management

Elaboration by Trainer

This concludes the training on Progress Review. Turn to Page 47 of the
Participant's Workbook for.a listing of the three 'guidelines of Progress Review.
These are provideq for a quick summary. Again, it is important for a counselortp have a system for evaluating what is accomplished. The system
incorporated in Systematic Caseload Managemenl'calls for the counselor to
emphasize:

Meeting needs, the basic 'objective.

Reviews at least weekly.

Ai Use of resources such as supervisors and colleagues* to assess more
completely.

Before we forget, there is a Systematic Caseload Management Principle which shouldalways be remembered.
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The Principle of Muddling Through

Little planning, less time management, practically no progress review, wtiich leaves little time .

for anything, but the mess you are in now.
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Systematic Caseload Ma ageinent
Pre4relining Inform tion
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Systematic Caseload Management

Pre- trainin9l Information

Particip ants will receive advanced information about the training, which 'will include the_followin

1. A brief description of the workshop providing a basic overview of the program and theactivities included in the training.

2. A request that they estimate the percentage of time which ,hey devote to major
Iehabilitation counseling activities. This wilt be done with,the Rehabilitation COunselingTime Estimate Form. It should be completed before the Rehabilitation Counseling TimeLog is completed.

3 A request that they complete the Rehabilitation Counseling Time Log for a typical work
week priOr to the training prof ram This will be useci in an exercise during the training.

4 A request that they bring any caselbad managementechnjclues, tips, ideai or materialsalong with them to the workshop.

V
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Date

(Agency Letterhead) .

4

.., a

4
.I.

R Dear ...

We are looking forward to seeing you at the Sy tematic Caseload Manage-
ment training program. That training program II.focus on various techniques
for managing an entire caseload of clients nd emphasize (1) planning,
(2) time management.and (3) progress re ew techniques.

At this p int, we would like to request that y u complete cirtain forms prior to
arrival a the training program. They are:

. 1. The Re bilitation Coirnseling Tim stimate Form
and -

2. The Fehabilitation Counseli Time Log

As you will notice, instructions have been provided for the filling out of each..
Please bring the completed forms with you to the trdining.session.Ybu will be
using those completed forms as part of an exercise tinder the time manage-
ment.compOnent of the training that involves a personal analysis of how you'
actually spend your work time and howyou would like nd your work time.

If you feel that you havefany good caseload ma nagem
or materials, bang them along to share with the group.

.I
41.
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Sincerely,
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Rehabilitation Counseling Time Estimate Form

Instructions

This form"will provide information about how your time is being sent and will be used in thetraining program Also, it should be helpful to you personally by challenging you to think abouthow your time is spent and whether it is spent on important activities as far as you areconcerned

This should take about 30 minutes of your time to
stop

think

analyze. and
record

the estimated percentaged of time you devote to the activities listed on the form Yo`u shotIlddistribute your time sd that the percentages add to 100%. You do not have to'report apercentage in every space Simply write 0 if yQu do not devoteany time to the activity listed Youshbuld consider a time period of approximately the past year in arriving at your estimates. This
should allow for fluctuations in work activities, such as a lot ofpaper work at the end of the year.

The following definitionsaFe offered to assist you in understanding the activities listed on theform.

Intake interviewing: A major activity of the counselor is the initial interview and the informationie collection and information dissemination tasks associated with initiating the client into therehabilitation process.

Eligibility determination: The processing of client informatiop for determining eligibility forrehabilitation services.

Problem solving and monitoring interviews: Monitoring the service program developed in theIMP and assisting in problem solving,tasks as necessary during the service program.,
Recording and reporting: These tasks involve those the counselor completes as anofficial representative of,a public agency for which records and reports are required. Eligibility, forms, rehabilitation plans, purchase of service documents and correspondence are.examples of such tasks.

Arranging for and purchasing services: This task involves the variety of arrangements forservices such as training, physical restoration and related supportive services such astransportation and housing. These tasks usually involve contact with other professionals such
as physicians, psychologists, social workers, secretaries and placement personnel locatedwithin or outside the agency. Also included are the purchases which the counselor makes withhis/her case service budget.

Decision making: This includes the various decision making tasks related t2 eligibility, servicesto purchase for clients, dPpropriciteness of rehabilitation plans, and the appropriate time for.case closures.

j
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Interdction with significant others: This, includes the interaction with families, friends of clients
or other community resource personnel such as civic dub members who are not directly
involved in rehabilitation activities.

'Placement and follow-up: This includes job development activities, being a ent advocate
with employers, job analysis, contacting clients following placement, etc.

Traveling: This refers to the time devoted to traveling for whatever purpose during the working
day

41.

Meetings. with supervisors and other agency personnel: This applies to the formal and
informal meetings and working sessions with various agency personnel.
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'Rehabilitation Counseling Time Estimate Form

Ar
0/0 ofRehabilitation Counseling Activity . Time

Intake interviewing

Eligibility determination

Rehabilitation plan development

Problem solving and monitoring interviews

Recording and,reporting case documents and other materials
Arranging for services and purchasing services, including necessary inter-

action with professionals such as physicians, psychologists, etc.
Preparation for .and makingmf "decisions such as eligibility, services to

purchase, etc ,

Interaction with significant others such as family members and friends of
clients

Placement and follow up
Traveling

Meetings with supervisors and other agency personnel, both forrnaiand
informal

Others: (Describe)

\
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Rehabilitation Counseling Time Log'

Instructions

In order to personalize the training experience as much as possible for you, several exercises
in the workshop call for You to

analyze your time and

analyze how well yoware accomplishing the goals which are important to you.
Therefore, we would like you to complete the Rehabilitation Counseling Time LOg for

typical workweek (e.g., nor on vacation or attending in-service training) prior to attending th
workshop Completion of the Time Log includes the following:

Record on the Time Log as bestyou can the major.activityyou performed during each tithe
period For example between 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. on Friday you might have:

Contacted Acme Industries in person to analyze possibilities of placement for Tony
Jones

2. If there is more than one activity.during any time slot, try to estimate the time required for
each If the same activity exceeds one time slot, simply ditto in that space.

3. You should record your activities at the end of each morning and each afternoon if at all
possible.

4. Complete a Time Log for each day.of the week, You have been provided with 5 Time Log
Sheets (one.for each day). 14P'

5. We are interested in the approximate time devoted to each activity. Don't get bogged
down in minute 13%,>minute record keeping. Recording onhe basis of thirty minute intervals
is optimal.

6. Bring your Time Log Sheets o the workshop with you.

c
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